Q-ONE

Automatic panel reciprocating spraying machine

Spraying
Ideal machine for companies that need to spray small batches with water based or solvent based paints, or glue for veneered components, or PVC. Also for those companies that for the first time, step into the automatic painting process. Its peculiarities: higher productivity, paint saving, coating uniformity and higher and constant quality. Touch screen monitor, paper or plastic transport (makes the machine self-cleaning eliminating management and maintenance costs). The spraying system is equipped with 1 reciprocating arm, electronically controlled. 4 guns, 2 product feeding circuits. “Quick coupling” system.

- Fit for medium production volumes and just-in-time
- Large filters with double filtering stadium
- Paper transport, broad autonomy 3000 m
- One spraying arm, up to 4 guns with quick release device
- 2-litres tank for small batches
- High precision reading bar
- 7” touch screen control panel
- Available on request with pressurization and infeed and outfeed transport covers
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